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Abstract—With deep learning (DL) technology becoming an
integral part of the new intelligent software, tools of DL frame-
work testing and bug-finding are in high demand. Existing DL
framework testing tools have limited coverage on bug types.
For example, they lack the capability of finding performance
bugs, which are critical for DL model training and inference
regarding performance, economics, and the environment. This
problem is challenging due to the difficulty of getting test oracles
of performance bugs. Moreover, existing tools are inefficient,
generating hundreds of test cases with few trigger bugs. In
this paper, we propose CITADEL, a method that accelerates
the finding of bugs in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. We
observe that many DL framework bugs are similar due to the
similarity of operators and algorithms belonging to the same
family (e.g., Conv2D and Conv3D). Orthogonal to existing bug-
finding tools, CITADEL aims to find new bugs that are similar
to reported ones that have known test oracles. It works by first
collecting existing bug reports and identifying problematic APIs.
CITADEL defines context similarity to measure the similarity of
DL framework API pairs and automatically generates test cases
with oracles for APIs that are similar to the problematic APIs in
existing bug reports. CITADEL respectively covers 1,436 PyTorch
and 5,380 TensorFlow APIs and effectively detects 79 and 80 API
bugs, among which 58 and 68 are new, and 36 and 58 have been
confirmed, many of which, e.g., the 11 performance bugs cannot
be detected by existing tools. Moreover, a remarkable 35.40%
of the test cases generated by CITADEL can trigger bugs, which
significantly transcends the ratios of 0.74%, 1.23%, and 3.90%
exhibited by the state-of-the-art methods, DocTer, DeepREL, and
TitanFuzz.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of Deep Learning (DL) techniques,
DL-powered systems are playing an increasingly significant
role in software development. For example, Microsoft has
developed a new search engine powered by DL techniques
to enhance the search results [1]. Moreover, the global AI
software market is expected to increase from $138 billion
in 2022 to $1,094 billion by 2032 [2]. As the backbone
of DL-powered systems, DL frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow
and PyTorch) empower developers by offering API functions
to create, train, optimize, and deploy DL-powered systems.
These frameworks support diverse domains, providing societal
benefits in areas like image recognition [3], self-driving [4],
and natural language processing [5]. Similar to traditional
software systems, DL frameworks can also have bugs, which
can lead to erroneous outputs, increased system overhead, and
even crashes for DL-powered systems, thereby jeopardizing
user property and personal safety [6], and contributing to

energy inefficiency and environmental issues [7], [8], [9].
Consequently, there’s a pressing need for tools capable of
identifying bugs in DL frameworks.

There are two primary approaches to testing DL frame-
works: model-level testing [10], [11], [12], [13] and API-
level testing [14], [15]. Model-level testing mutates existing
DL models to generate more diverse DL models and employs
differential testing methods to compare model execution re-
sults across different frameworks for bug detection. In contrast,
API-level testing approaches generate test code directly for
DL framework API functions, exposing bugs through fuzzing
techniques. For example, DocTer [16] conducts fuzzing for
DL frameworks by extracting input constraints from API
documentation and using these constraints to guide test case
generation. DeepREL [15] identifies relational API functions
of DL frameworks and ‘borrows’ test inputs from invoked API
functions to test other relational API functions.

Despite these advancements, existing DL testing tools have
notable limitations. Firstly, existing testing tools have limited
coverage on bug types. For example, they fail to detect perfor-
mance bugs that can significantly impact DL model training
and inference speed and degrade responsiveness, resulting
in energy waste and environmental concerns [7], [8], [9],
[17], especially for large DL models like GPT-3 [18]. The
performance bug shown in Fig. 2 causes the time overhead
to increase to 2.33 times its original value and a substantial
carbon footprint. However, current testing methods cannot
detect such performance bugs in DL API functions. Secondly,
existing bug-finding tools exhibit inefficiencies in generating
test cases that trigger bugs. These tools often leverage random
walks or heuristic algorithms to generate test cases and models.
However, due to the huge search space of the arguments and
the inputs of API functions, such approaches often generate
numerous test cases but only a small fraction of them trigger
actual bugs. For example, DeepREL generates an excess of
330,000 test cases, yet only 1.23% of them have the potential
to trigger bugs. Requiring hundreds of test cases to detect a
single bug makes current DL framework testing tools very
inefficient in detecting bugs.

To devise an efficient test method capable of identifying var-
ious types of bugs, we thoroughly analyze the API functions
of PyTorch and TensorFlow and study their reported issues
on GitHub. The API functions of these frameworks naturally
fall into distinct groups, where API functions within each
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group execute similar operators and algorithms, exhibiting a
tendency for similar bugs. Considering the convolutional op-
erators torch.nn.Conv1d, torch.nn.Conv2d, and torch.nn.Conv3d,
each is designed for inputs of different dimensions. Despite
their differences, these operators share commonalities such as
call lists (e.g., aten::convolution in the source code) and the
use of the cudaLaunchKernel function for GPU computations.
Notably, reported issues [19], [20] emphasize that when a
bug arises in one convolution operator, others within the same
group are prone to similar problems.

Building upon this observation, we propose CITADEL, a
method that accelerates the finding of bugs in terms of
efficiency and effectiveness. Orthogonal to existing tools,
CITADEL aims to uncover new bugs that are similar to reported
ones that have known test oracle, regardless of bug types. It
leverages reported bugs on one API function to create test
cases for its analogous API functions, effectively addressing
the aforementioned limitations observed in existing work.
Compared with existing tools which can only detect status
bugs and value bugs, CITADEL has better bug type coverage
and effectiveness. It has the capability to detect bugs regardless
of their types, such as performance bugs caused by errors
in the underlying implementation or optimization, including
unexpected time or memory overhead. Moreover, CITADEL is
more effective and efficient in test case generation. It adopts
the code that has triggered a bug on a problematic API function
to create test cases for its analogous API functions. Essentially,
it leverages prior knowledge rather than heuristics to explore
potential API bugs in the new context, significantly improving
the chances of finding bugs. To be specific, CITADEL first
collects existing bug reports and identifies problematic APIs.
Then it utilizes both static and dynamic analyses on DL
framework source code and unit test cases for the identification
of analogous API functions. In this process, it extracts context
information (e.g., APIs’ call stacks) to gauge the similarity be-
tween API functions, a concept referred to as context similarity
in CITADEL. For a collected problematic API, CITADEL mod-
ifies the bug-triggering code from its bug report to generate
new test cases for its analogous API functions. Throughout this
process, CITADEL addresses two potential differences between
the API functions: differences in arguments and dimensions, if
they exist. Finally, CITADEL executes the generated test cases,
employing the buggy behavior of the problematic API function
as a test oracle to effectively identify potential new bugs in
the target API function.

Our evaluation demonstrates that CITADEL effectively cov-
ers 1,436 PyTorch and 5,380 TensorFlow API functions, mark-
ing a 34.08% and 182.86% increase in covered API functions
respectively compared to DeepREL. Moreover, CITADEL has
identified a total of 79 API bugs in PyTorch and 80 in
TensorFlow, including 58 and 68 newly discovered issues,
of which 36 and 58 have been confirmed. Furthermore, a
noteworthy 35.40% of the test cases synthesized by CITADEL
expose bugs, significantly surpassing the 0.74%, 1.23%, and
3.90% bug-triggering capacity exhibited by the test cases
generated by DocTer, DeepREL, and TitanFuzz respectively.

Our contributions are:
• We propose context similarity as a measurement for func-

tional similarity among DL framework API functions.
• We develop a novel test case generation method for DL

frameworks that leverages the knowledge from confirmed
API bugs to synthesize new test cases and uncover new
bugs in analogous API functions, regardless of bug types.

• We develop a prototype CITADEL based on the proposed
idea. The experiment results on PyTorch and Tensorflow
show that CITADEL respectively detects 79 and 80 API
bugs, and 36 and 58 of them have been confirmed or
fixed by developers after reporting. 35.40% of test cases
generated by CITADEL can be used to trigger bugs.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

A. DL Framework API Functions and Models

DL Framework APIs. Like traditional software programs,
DL frameworks use various API functions to call source
code functions and perform operations. Taking PyTorch [21]
as an example, its API functions include performing basic
matrix operations (e.g., torch.mul for multiply operation),
calculating loss functions (e.g., torch.nn.MSELoss for measur-
ing mean squared error), and building models layers (e.g.,
torch.nn.Conv2d for convolution layers). When calling an API
function, users first need to assign values for its required and
optional arguments, where the values of required arguments
are mandatory to provide and the optional arguments have
their default values in APIs. Then, the API function runs the
underlying source code that performs corresponding calcula-
tions and operations on the hardware (e.g., CPU and GPU)
and obtains tensors, Boolean values, etc. as the result.
DL Models. A DL model is a parameterized function Fθ :
X 7→ Y , where x ∈ X is an m−dimensional input and y ∈ Y
is the corresponding output label. Typically, a DL model is
composed of several connected layers, and an n-layered model
can be represented as Fθ = l1 ◦ l2 ◦ · · · ◦ ln, where l represents
a layer and θ is the model weight. Each layer li in the model
can be constructed by several DL framework API functions.

B. DL Framework Testing

DL framework testing methods construct test cases (e.g.,
models) to explore potential behaviors of DL frameworks and
discover bugs. Depending on the generated test cases, existing
DL framework testing methods can be mainly divided into
model-level testing and API-level testing [14], [15].
Model-level testing. These testing methods usually build a
large number of models and apply mutation strategies on
models to explore the potential bugs of the APIs and layers
in the model. To construct effective test oracles, prior work
performs differential testing by building and testing the same
model on multiple DL frameworks [11], [10], [13], [12].
CRADLE is one of the first to use this method to test DL
framework bugs. Based on Keras [22] which can build and
train models on different DL frameworks as backends, it
conducts differential testing on three frameworks (i.e., Ten-
sorFlow, CNTK, and Theano) and finds 12 bugs. On the basis
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of CRADLE, Audee [11] further tests 25 APIs of four DL
frameworks including PyTorch and TensorFlow, and detects
26 unique bugs. Additionally, Muffin [13] creatively designs
the data tracking method to apply differential testing on the
training phase of models and finally discovers 39 new bugs.
API-level testing. Different from the model-level methods,
the API-level framework testing methods do not depend on
the implementations of multiple frameworks and have the
capability to test more API functions. API-level testing usually
extracts API constraints of inputs and arguments based on
the documentation or test code and generates test cases based
on fuzzing technique [16], [23], [15], [14], [24], [25], [26].
DocTer [16] is a representative method, which analyzes the
API document syntax and extracts input constraints. It can
generate test cases for three different DL frameworks and
find 94 bugs on these frameworks. EAGLE [27] proposes
that some APIs have functional equivalence. It designs 16
new DL equivalence rules and detects 25 inconsistencies and
bugs on TensorFlow and PyTorch. In addition, DeepREL [15]
designs two elaborated equivalence and matches API pairs
based on these equivalence relations. It considers the output
values and status of APIs in a pair as test oracles for each
other and detects both crash and inconsistency bugs for over
1,000 PyTorch API functions. TitanFuzz [28] leverages large
language models (LLMs) to generate and mutate test code and
detect numerical inconsistencies and crashes.
DL framework bugs. DL framework bugs can be mainly
divided into three types through symptoms, i.e., status, value,
and performance bugs [29]. Status bugs affect the execution
status of DL API and model, including crashes, segmentation
faults, exceptions, etc. Value bugs that are caused by numerical
errors in the computation of DL operators include inconsistent
outputs and NaN (Not A Number) outputs. Existing framework
testing tools focus on the above two types of bugs [11],
[15], [16]. Performance bugs refer to those caused by errors
in the underlying implementation or optimization, including
unexpected time or memory overhead.

C. Code Similarity Measurement

Code similarity measurement aims to evaluate the similarity
of multiple code blocks and find out the potential code
clone, plagiarism, and refactoring. Existing static approaches
proposed methods based on the metrics, texts, and tokens [30],
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36]. Researchers also measure
code similarity based on Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) and
graphs (e.g., control flow graphs (CFG)) [37], [38], [39], [40].
In addition, some research proposes the functional similarity
between programs from the perspectives of input and out-
put [41], [42], abstract memory state [43], function calls [44],
etc. Inspired by existing work, CITADEL defines and calculates
a context similarity to match DL framework APIs that share
similar functionality, implementations, and execution contexts.

III. MOTIVATION

State-of-the-art DL framework testing tools [16], [15], [13]
have two major limitations.
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Fig. 1: Overarching Design of CITADEL

• Existing approaches have limited coverage on bug types.
They focus on status and value bugs, lacking the capa-
bility of detecting others, e.g., performance bugs. Existing
methods typically utilize the output results of the same or
equivalent API function on different frameworks/devices to
construct pseudo test oracles to identify status bugs (e.g.,
crashes) and value bugs (e.g., NaN outputs) [27], [13], [15],
[11], [10], [28]. However, they cannot construct test oracles
to detect performance bugs due to the difficulty of obtaining
test oracles. Consequently, the detection of performance bugs
still heavily relies on manual identification by developers.
• Existing methods need to generate numerous test cases
to trigger a bug, resulting in inefficient testing. To uncover
bugs within DL frameworks, existing work usually leverages
random walks or heuristic algorithms to generate test cases
and models, exploring potential API behaviors [16], [15], [11],
[13]. On the one hand, considering the vast search space
of the arguments and inputs of API functions, the random
method has a low probability of generating a test case that
reveals a bug. On the other hand, the heuristic algorithm (e.g.,
Genetic Algorithm) typically requires the construction of large
populations and multiple generations of mutation to search
for bugs, rendering them impractical. Moreover, whether the
evaluation of the heuristic algorithm can effectively guide the
testing is questionable. Consequently, existing work typically
needs to generate hundreds of test cases to uncover a bug,
resulting in inefficient testing on the DL framework.

IV. DESIGN

We observe that DL framework API functions naturally fall
into groups, and API functions in a group (e.g., Conv1d, Conv2d,
and Conv3d in PyTorch) execute similar operators and algo-
rithms and have similar functionality and implementations,
despite potential differences in their arguments (e.g., different
dimensions). Moreover, through sampling and analysis of over
300 real bug reports and corresponding patches from DL
frameworks, we find that API functions within the same groups
are susceptible to similar bugs due to the same erroneous
implementation of underlying functions [19], [45], [46]. As
such, CITADEL is a similarity-based testing method.

Fig. 1 shows the overview of CITADEL. The inputs to
CITADEL are GitHub repositories and the signature similarity
between DL APIs [15]. Specifically, in this paper, CITADEL
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01    layer_1 = torch.nn.LazyConvTranspose2d ( out_channels = 512, groups = 4, ...)

02    model_1 = build_model(layer_1)

03    actual_time_overhead_1 = training_cost(model_1)

04    expected_time_overhead_1 = expected_cost(model_1)

11    layer_2 = torch.nn.Conv2d( in_channels = 512, out_channels = 512, groups = 4, ...)

12    model_2 = build_model(layer_2)

13   actual_time_overhead_2 = training_cost(model_2)

14    expected_time_overhead_2 = expected_cost(model_2)

Adjusting Arguments to
Generate Test Cases

①

Groups fails to materialize speedup !

11.785 s (actual_time_overhead_2) > 8.906 s (expected_time_overhead_2)

(b) Confirmed bug on Conv2d

Unexpected Time Overhead !

46.75 s (actual_time_overhead_1) > 20.09 s (expected_time_overhead_1)

Triggering
New Bugs

②

(a) New bug on LazyConvTranspose2d

Fig. 2: Performance Bug on LazyConvTranspose2d

tests the PyTorch and TensorFlow repositories, which are
among the most popular DL frameworks, boasting 76K and
181K stars on GitHub, respectively. CITADEL first gathers
the source code, unit test cases for APIs, and issue list from
the repository of the framework under test and then samples
the buggy code of confirmed bugs from the issue list (§IV-A
and §IV-B). Next, CITADEL extracts the context information,
which consists of analogous function groups identified by the
static analyzer (§IV-C) and API call stacks collected by the
dynamic profiler (§IV-D). The static analyzer analyzes the DL
framework’s source code and categorizes analogous functions
into groups based on their argument and callee similarity. The
dynamic profiler generates unit test cases for DL APIs and
records their call stacks during execution. CITADEL proposes
context similarity that leverages the call stack to measure
the code similarity of API pairs. Leveraging the context and
the signature similarities, the API matcher (§IV-E) matches
analogous API pairs. Additionally, the matcher verifies the
arguments of API pairs and discards pairs with unsolvable
argument mismatches. For a problematic API (i.e., source API)
and its analogous API (i.e., target API), the test case generator
utilizes the reproducible buggy code of the source API, which
is collected in the buggy code list, to synthesize new test
cases for the target API (§IV-F). The test case evaluator then
executes new test cases and leverages the buggy behavior
exhibited by the source API to identify new bugs in the target
API, including status, value, and performance bugs (§IV-G).
Finally, the system reports the newly detected bugs to the user.
CITADEL in an example. CITADEL detects a total of 159
API bugs, including 111 status bugs, 35 value bugs, and 13
performance bugs. Moreover, 35.40% of test cases generated
by CITADEL can trigger bugs, and this ratio is only 0.74%
and 1.23% in DocTer, DeepREL, respectively.

Here we provide a real-world performance bug1 found by
CITADEL as an example (Lines 1-4 in Fig. 2(a)) to show how
it works. One bug on Conv2d (Fig. 2(b)) is reported saying
that the ‘groups’ argument in this function fails to speed
up the training and inference. Grouped convolution aims to

1https://github.com/pytorch/pytorch/issues/95604
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Fig. 3: A Demo of Sampling Buggy Cases

employ multiple kernels and produce multiple channel outputs
to increase the network efficiency [47], [48]. Therefore, the
group convolution is anticipated to bring a lower time overhead
compared to executing these convolution layers independently.
CITADEL analyzes the context information (e.g., call stacks)
of DL API functions to construct pairs of analogous API func-
tions that share context similarity. One such pair consists of
Conv2d and LazyConvTranspose2d. Then, CITADEL generates test
cases for LazyConvTranspose2d based on the reproducible code
of the problematic API Conv2d. For each analogous API pair,
CITADEL analyzes the arguments of the two API functions to
identify differences and makes adjustments to the buggy code
accordingly to construct a test case for the target, ensuring the
generated test case is executable. In this instance, CITADEL
remove ‘in_channels’ to resolve the difference between APIs’
arguments, which is highlighted by green ( 1 ). The new test
case reveals that LazyConvTranspose2d with ‘group’ argument
also exhibits a higher time overhead than executing these lay-
ers individually, which is the same anomalous behavior as the
reported bug in Conv2d ( 2 ). Specifically, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
when we set the ‘out_channels’ to 512 and ‘groups’ to 4 in
LazyConvTranspose2d layer and construct model_1 with eight
such group convolution layers, the actual time cost of training
model_1 is 46.75 s, which is markedly higher than the time
cost of executing these layers individually (20.09 s).

A. Web Crawler

Web crawler collects source code implementing DL frame-
work functions (i.e., PyTorch and TensorFlow functions), the
latest tens of thousands of GitHub bug issues (both open and
closed) in order of opening time, and unit test cases in the DL
framework repository.

B. Buggy Case Sampler

Buggy case sampler aims to extract problematic APIs and
their reproducible buggy cases from the collected issues. Py-
Torch and TensorFlow provide well-structured issue templates
for bug reporting [49], [50]. These templates request minimal
and complete code examples to reproduce the bug and the
anomalous behaviors. Taking the Conv2d bug in Fig. 2 as
an example, its report contains executable code to call the
buggy convolution layers (Lines 11-12 in Fig. 2). Additionally,
its code calculates the expected time overhead of the group
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convolution and contrasts it with the actual time cost to directly
demonstrate the buggy behavior (Lines 13-14).

Fig. 3 shows a real report from the TensorFlow repository,
consisting of the title, status, bug description, test code, and a
timeline. To extract the buggy code, the sampler first judges
whether one issue includes test code ( 1 ) and discards those
lacking test code. It then checks the issue labels ( 2 ) and only
keeps the ones that are bugs. Finally, the sampler examines
the issue timeline ( 3 ) and discards closed issues lacking
associated commits or pull requests. Such issues often arise
from users’ misconceptions of expected behaviors and are
promptly addressed by developers. After extracting buggy
code, the sampler identifies the problematic API from the title
and bug description and verifies it in the test code.

C. Static Analyzer

DL APIs call a variety of source code functions to perform
operations and computations during runtime. Source code
functions with similar functionality and implementations may
have similar errors, leading to bugs in the DL APIs that
call them. The static analyzer aims to find and group these
analogous functions in the source code. Given two functions
F1 and F2 called by DL APIs, the static analyzer evaluates
the static similarity SimST (F1, F2) from input and output
arguments similarity Simio and callees similarity Simcall.

SimST (F1, F2) = Simio(F1, F2) + Simcall(F1, F2)

Input and output arguments play a crucial role in deter-
mining functional similarity in code blocks [51], [42]. For a
function F1 within the source code, the static analyzer captures
its input and output arguments and formalizes them as a set
IOF1

= {a11, a12, ...., a1n}, where a1i represents an input or
output argument of F1. To evaluate the similarity of two sets,
we use the Jaccard similarity coefficient [52], a widely utilized
statistical measure [53], [54]. The Jaccard similarity coefficient
J(A,B) for two given sets A and B is defined as follows:

J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

Then Simio(F1, F2) can be calculated as:

Simio(F1, F2) = J(IOF1
, IOF1

) =
|IOF1

∩ IOF1
|

|IOF1
∪ IOF1

|
Callees, which represent the dependencies of functions, also
serve as indicators of functional similarity between code
blocks [55]. Similar to input and output arguments, the
static analyzer collects and formalizes callees of F1 as a set
CallF1

= {f1
1 , f

1
2 , ...., f

1
n}, where f1

i denotes a callee of
F1. CITADEL also computes Simcall(F1, F2) through Jaccard
similarity coefficient.

We calculate the SimST between source code functions.
If the static similarity of two functions exceeds the threshold
α, the two functions are deemed similar, otherwise, they are
considered dissimilar. Analogous function groups are passed
to the API matcher as part of context information. Fig. 4 illus-
trates how CITADEL extract context information and matches

aten::
convolution

aten::conv2dtorch.nn.Conv2d 

torch.nn.
LazyConvTranspose2d

aten::conv_
transpose2d

aten::
convolution

aten::conv_transpose2d(const Tensor& input_, const Tensor& weight, ... )

    auto output = at::convolution(input, ...);

    return is_batched ? output : output.squeeze(0);

aten::conv2d(const Tensor& input_, const Tensor& weight, ... ) 

auto output = at::convolution(input, ...);

return is_batched ? output : output.squeeze(0);
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Fig. 4: Matching APIs Pairs with Context Information

Conv2d and LazyConvTranspose2d in the Fig. 2 as analogous
APIs, and the dashed box shows how the static analyzer
calculates the similarity between two source code functions
aten::conv2d and aten::conv_transpose2d. Red marks input and
output arguments and blue highlights callees. Given that these
two functions share identical input and output arguments and
call the same functions, they have high static similarity and
are thus classified into one group of analogous functions.

D. Dynamic Profiler

The dynamic profiler is developed to execute unit test cases
for APIs and record call stacks as part of context information.
The unit test cases consist of the test cases collected from
DL framework repositories and the test cases generated by
existing test case generation tools [16], [15]. These cases are
intended to examine the expected behaviors of APIs during
runtime and explore the analogous behaviors and edge cases.
The solid box in Fig. 4 illustrates part of call stacks collected
by the profiler for the APIs Conv2d and LazyConvTranspose2d.

We measure the context similarity SimCTX(AS , AT ) for
any API pair (AS , AT ) in CITADEL, leveraging the dynamic
information. Context similarity denotes the degree of similarity
between the execution contexts of two APIs, aiming to match
APIs with similar functionality. The greater the similarity
between the execution contexts of two APIs, the higher the
probability that they have similar underlying implementations
and perform similar operators, and they are also more suscep-
tible to similar bugs. SimCTX(AS , AT ) is defined as follows:

SimCTX(AS , AT ) = J(CTXS , CTXT )

where CTXS and CTXT represent the context information
of AS and AT . Context information consists of 1) groups of
analogous functions within the DL framework’s source code
and 2) the call stacks of DL APIs during execution. These data
are gathered independently by the static analyzer and dynamic
profiler in CITADEL. J indicates the metric to calculate the
similarity between CTXS and CTXT . In this paper, we use
Jaccard similarity coefficient [52] as J to calculate SimCTX .

E. API matcher

The API matcher first receives context information from the
static analyzer and dynamic profiler (i.e., analogous function
groups and API call stacks) and matches API pairs based
on context similarity and signature similarity. Subsequently,
it checks the arguments of analogous APIs and discards the
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API pairs with unsolvable argument mismatches which renders
the buggy code unusable in test case generation. For instance,
Conv2d and LPPool2d each have required arguments that are not
included in the other, making CITADEL unable to generate a
test case for one based on the code of the other, as shown
in Fig. 5 ( 4 ). Consequently, this API pair is considered to
have encountered an argument mismatch and is discarded.
Matching. For an API AS , the call stacks obtained from
the dynamic profiler include a set of source code functions
it calls during execution. The static analyzer indicates that
some of these functions share similar functionality and imple-
mentations to other source code functions. The API matcher
integrates these two parts of context information to obtain the
execution context CTXS of the API:

CTXS = {f ′
1, f

′
2, ..., f

′
m}

⋃
{fS

1 , f
S
2 , ..., f

S
n }

where f ′
i indicates the source code functions in the groups

matched in the static analyzer and fS
j represents the re-

maining functions. Similarly, we denote the execution con-
text of another API AT as CTXT . When calculating the
SimCTX(AS , AT ), if both APIs call source code functions
from the same group, these functions will be treated as one
function because of their similar functionality and implemen-
tations. The context similarity between AS and AT can be
calculated by the Jaccard similarity coefficient:

SimCTX(AS , AT ) =
|CTXS ∩ CTXT |
|CTXS ∪ CTXT |

CITADEL uses the threshold β to evaluate the context
similarity between AS and AT and considers the two APIs are
similar when SimCTX(AS , AT ) exceeds β. §V-D explains the
selection of the default value of β in detail, and the experiment
results in §V-C demonstrate the effectiveness of the context-
similar API pairs in detecting real-world bugs.

Fig. 4 illustrates the process of matching Conv2d and LazyCon-

vTranspose2d mentioned in our motivaiton example via context
information. Based on the records of the dynamic profiler (de-
picted in the solid box), both APIs call aten::convolution. For
aten::conv2d and aten::conv_transpose2d which are separately
called by Conv2d and LazyConvTranspose2d, they have been di-
vided into one analogous function group by the static analyzer
and are considered as the same function when calculating
SimCTX . Since both APIs call almost the same source code
functions, their Jaccard similarity coefficients are greater than
β, and we match them as a context-similar API pair. In ad-
dition to context-similar API pairs, we supplement analogous
API pairs matched by the signature similarity calculated by
DeepREL [15]. Based on their experimental results, we select
the top 20 API functions with the highest signature similarity
to the target as its analogous API functions.
Filtering. API matcher checks arguments of matched API
functions to avoid the argument mismatch problems in the
test case generator. For the source API AS , its arguments
PS can be represented as: PS = P r

S

⋃
P o
S , where P r

S refers
to required arguments and P o

S refers to optional arguments.

…

‘in_channels’ (#1), ‘out_chan-
nels’ (#2), and ‘kernel_size’ (#3), and the optional argument
set P o
S contains ‘stride’ 
norm_type

torch.nn.Conv2d (in_channels, out_channels, kernel_size, stride=1,  … )

‘in_channels’ (#1), ‘out_chan-

nels’ (#2), and ‘kernel_size’ (#3), and the optional argument

set P o

S contains ‘stride’ 

layer = torch.nn. Conv2d(512, 2048,1)

input = torch.rand([128, 512, 16, 16], …)

output = layer(input)

①

torch.nn.LazyConv2d (out_channels, kernel_size, stride=1, … )

layer = torch.nn. LazyConv2d(2048,1)

input = torch.rand([128, 512, 16, 16], …)

output = layer(input)

②

torch.nn.Conv3d (in_channels, out_channels, kernel_size, stride=1, … )

layer = torch.nn. Conv3d(512, 2048,1)

input = torch.rand([128, 512, 16, 16, 16], …)

output = layer(input)

③

torch.nn.LPPool2d (norm_type, kernel_size, stride=1, … ) ④

Fig. 5: Verifying API Pairs and Generating Cases

CITADEL discards the API pair (AS , AT ), iff AS and AT each
contain required arguments pri and prj that are not included in
the other’s arguments set, which means that the test case of
either API cannot provide values of required arguments to the
other API and generate new test cases.

The discarded API pairs satisfy the following:

(∃pri ∈ P r
S , p

r
i /∈ PT ) ∧ (∃prj ∈ P r

T , p
r
j /∈ PS)

Fig. 5 shows an example of validating API arguments,
where the source API AS is torch.nn.Conv2d( 1 ). Its required
argument set P r

S includes ‘in_channels’, ‘out_channels’, and
‘kernel_size’, and the optional argument set P o

S contains
‘stride’, whose default value is 1, etc. One of its analogous
APIs, torch.nn.Conv3d, has the same argument set, allowing the
two APIs to generate test cases for each other in the generator
and pass the verification( 3 ). torch.nn.Lazyconv2d has required
arguments ‘out_channels’ and ‘kernel_size’. The test code of
Conv2d can be modified by removing the first argument to
generate test cases for the target API LazyConv2d, which also
passes the verification( 2 ). Unfortunately, torch.nn.LPPool2d

has a required argument ‘norm_type’ that are not present in
Conv2d, and LPPool2d lacks required arguments ‘in_channels’
and ‘out_channels’ ( 4 ). Due to the lack of values of required
arguments (i.e., ‘in_channels’, ‘out_channels’, and ‘norm_-
type’), CITADEL cannot generate new test cases for either
API based on the test cases of the other, therefore CITADEL
discards the API pair that consists of LPPool2d and Conv2d.

F. Test Case Generator

Given a verified API pair of AS and AT , the test case
generator synthesizes new test cases CT for the target API
based on the collected buggy code CS of the problematic API
AS (i.e., source API). As shown in the case of Fig. 2, the
generator can adaptively adjust the code of CT to resolve two
kinds of differences (if any) between APIs, namely argument
difference and dimension difference, thereby ensuring that the
newly generated test cases are executable.
Argument Difference. When the argument set of the source
API AS includes arguments not present in the target API
AT (e.g., Conv2d and LazyConv2d in Fig. 5), an argument
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difference arises. To solve this problem, the test case generator
modifies the test case CT by removing irrelevant arguments
to make it executable for AT . The dashed box in Fig. 5
provides an example of resolving arguments difference ( 2 ).
The argument set of the source API Conv2d contains the first
argument ‘in_channels’ that the target API LazyConv2d does
not have. Therefore, the generator discards the value ‘512’
corresponding to the first argument and keeps only the values
‘2048’ and ‘1’ corresponding to other arguments (marked by
green). Additionally, Fig. 2 provides another example that
removes the argument ‘in_channel=512’ in generating test
cases for LazyConvTranspose2d.
Dimension Difference. As mentioned previously, the DL
framework provides a series of APIs for inputs of varying
dimensions (e.g, Conv2d and Conv3d), typically sharing similar
implementations and susceptibility to similar bugs [19]. How-
ever, the existing methods encounter challenges in constructing
test cases for these APIs due to the different dimensions of
their arguments [15]. To resolve the dimension difference, the
test case generator first obtains the API signatures through
open-source libraries (e.g., the ‘inspect’ library in Python) and
identifies the dimension-related arguments from signatures.
It then dynamically adjusts the test code by increasing or
decreasing the dimensions of argument values based on the
dimension information of the API signatures of the source
and target APIs, and generates test cases for those APIs.
Fig. 5 shows an example of resolving dimension difference
and generating available test cases for Conv3d ( 3 ). The API
signature shows that the ‘input’ of Conv3d and Conv2d is
dimension-related, and the ‘input’ of Conv2d is a 4-dimensional
tuple, and the ‘input’ of Conv3d should be a 5-dimensional
tuple. The generator recognizes such a dimension difference
and expands the 4-dimension tuple received by Conv2d to a
5-dimension tuple to adjust the input dimensions (marked in
green) and generates executable test cases for Conv3d.

CITADEL adaptively generates test cases for various target
APIs based on the bug detected in the source API Conv2d and
finally identifies status bugs on Conv3d and LazyConv2d, which
has been reported to the developers2.

G. Test Case Evaluator

Existing work usually considers the results of another API
as a pseudo test oracle and checks whether two API functions
produce equal results to detect potential bugs [15], [11], [10].
However, they cannot detect performance bugs due to the
difficulty of obtaining test oracles for the runtime overhead
of APIs. To effectively identify API bugs regardless of bug
types, the evaluator considers the buggy behavior of the source
test case CS as the test oracle and observes whether the new
test case CT has the same buggy behavior. Specifically, the
evaluator identifies three types of bugs on AT as follows.
• Status bug arises when CT throws the identical exception as
the source case CS . The evaluator collects exception details,

2https://github.com/pytorch/pytorch/issues/83328#issuecomment-
1445337447

and if CT throws the same exception as the original buggy
case CS , it is considered that AT has a status bug.
• Value bug arises when CT generates the same specific
numerical errors (e.g., NaN) as CS . The evaluator logs the
outputs of test cases, and if CT produces anomalous values
matching those described in the bug report of AS , AT is
deemed to have a value bug.
• Performance bug arises from an underlying implementa-
tion or optimization error, leading to an unexpectedly high
overhead on APIs. To detect performance bugs, CITADEL
calculates the expected overhead by leveraging the bug report
of AS and records the actual runtime overhead. If CT exhibits
unexpected overhead identical to that described in the bug
report of the problematic API AS , AT is considered to have
a performance bug. Take the case in Fig. 2 as an example,
the bug report of Conv2d indicates that the performance bug
causes the group convolution to exhibit a greater time cost
than implementing these convolutional layers individually,
which was confirmed by the developers. Leveraging such an
anomalous behavior as the test oracle, CITADEL reveals that
LazyConvTranspose2d also experiences a higher time overhead
under the group setting than implementing LazyConvTranspose2d

layers individually, thereby identifying the performance bug.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we aim to answer the following research
questions.
RQ1: How effective and efficient is CITADEL in detecting
real-world bugs?
RQ2: How effective is CITADEL in terms of API coverage?
RQ3: What is the impact of different configurable parameters
in CITADEL?

A. Setup

Baseline and Metric: We use three state-of-the-art open-
sourced testing tools for comparison, namely DocTer [16],
DeepREL [15] and TitanFuzz [28]. For the data not shown in
their paper (e.g., the number of cases generated by a complete
execution), we obtain it by running their open-source code.
CITADEL mainly compared with baselines from three metrics:
• Number of covered APIs. API coverage is an important
metric of test adequacy. Following the prior work [15], we
report the number of covered APIs in each method.
• Ratio of test cases that can trigger bugs. This metric is
calculated by dividing the number of cases that can trigger or
expose bugs by the total number of generated cases, which can
reflect the efficiency of a test approach in generating test cases
and detecting bugs. Note that if we can confirm that multiple
test cases trigger the same bug or anomalous behavior on one
API, it will be counted as one case, since generating a large
number of duplicate cases does not reflect the effectiveness of
case generation and bug detection.
• Average time to detect bugs. Following the prior work [56],
[57], we use the metric of average time to detect bugs to
compare the bug detection efficiency of each method. Specif-
ically, we record the time taken by each method to conduct
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TABLE I: Summary of Detected Bugs on PyTorch and TensorFlow

Framework #Total #Rejected #New #Confirmed

T. S. V. P. T. S. V. P. T. S. V. P. T. S. V. P.

PyTorch 79 54 15 10 3 2 1 0 58 36 12 10 36 21 7 8
TensorFlow 80 57 20 3 6 6 0 0 68 45 20 3 58 38 17 3

Total 159 111 35 13 9 8 1 0 126 81 32 13 94 59 24 11

a complete test and subsequently divide it by the number of
detected bugs reported in their respective papers.
Collected Issues and Context Information. CITADEL respec-
tively collects and extracts 258 and 288 buggy cases from Py-
Torch and TensorFlow repositories. In addition, the threshold
α is set to 0.50, which is determined based on the classification
results of SimST values using the K-means method. The
static analyzer respectively selects 2,362 PyTorch functions
and 10,469 TensorFlow functions that share the similarity with
at least one other function from the source code and divides
them into 3,711 groups. The dynamic profiler constructs test
cases for 999 PyTorch APIs and 2,076 TensorFlow APIs and
records their call stacks.
Software and Hardware: If not specified, all experiments
are conducted on a server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6226R
2.90GHz 16-core processors, 130 GB of RAM and an NVIDIA
3090 GPU running Ubuntu 22.04 as the operating system.

B. Effectiveness and Efficiency in Detecting Bugs

Experiment Design: To evaluate the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of CITADEL in detecting real-world bugs, we conduct
experiments on the PyTorch and TensorFlow frameworks and
report the detected API bugs to developers for confirmation.
Our experiment counts the number of API bugs detected by
CITADEL, that is, when calling an API with certain inputs
triggers one bug, CITADEL will consider that an API bug is
detected. In addition, bugs with the same unexpected behavior
will only be counted once on an API. During this process, we
record the states of reports, such as confirmed or rejected (if
considered false positive), and the bug types. Furthermore, to
demonstrate the efficiency of CITADEL in generating cases that
trigger bugs, we execute the complete procedure of CITADEL
and three baselines to record the total number of generated
test cases and the number of test cases that can trigger bugs
and the time cost of testing, as described in §V-A. As the
baselines may not save some test cases or inputs, to ensure
that we do not mistakenly count such excluded test cases, we
directly record the total number of generated test files as the
total amount of test cases.
Results: Table I summarizes the three types of bugs detected
by CITADEL: ‘S.’, ‘V.’, and ‘P.’ (i.e., status, value, and perfor-
mance bugs), and ‘T.’ shows the total number of three types of
bugs. The first column of Table I displays the DL framework
and the following columns indicate the number of all detected
bugs (‘#Total’), rejected bugs or false positives (‘#Rejected’),
new bugs (‘#New’), and new bugs that have been confirmed
(‘#Confirmed’). In addition, Table II presents a comparison
between CITADEL and baselines in the three metrics in §V-A.
The first column shows four test approaches in comparison and

TABLE II: Comparison of CITADEL and Baselines Results

Approach Framework API Coverage Case Generation Average Time To
Detect Bugs (min)

#API #Pairs #Valid #Total Ratio (%)

DocTer
PyTorch 498 \ 45 17,227 0.26 107.16

TensorFlow 911 \ 206 16,632 1.24 25.98

Total 1,409 \ 251 33,859 0.74 41.98

DeepREL
PyTorch 1,071 4,290 2,001 77,662 2.58 40.63

TensorFlow 1,902 8,808 *2,052 252,533 0.81 64.71

Total 2,973 13,098 4,053 330,195 1.23 58.62

TitanFuzz
PyTorch 1,329 \ 2,406 158,185 1.52 43.05

TensorFlow 2,215 \ 11,235 191,862 5.86 101.96

Total 3,544 \ 13,641 350,047 3.90 68.43

CITADEL
PyTorch 1,436 8,079 82 196 41.84 4.89

TensorFlow 5,380 28.268 61 208 29.33 6.11

Total 6,816 36,347 143 404 35.40 5.52

the second column displays the DL framework. The columns
‘#API’ and ‘#Pairs’ show the number of covered APIs and
matched API pairs in each approach. The column ‘#Valid’
shows the number of generated cases that can trigger bugs and
the column ‘#Total’ denotes the overall number of generated
cases in one complete execution. The column ‘Ratio’ displays
the ratio of the number of cases that triggered bugs to the total
number of generated test cases.
Analysis of Effectiveness: The results in Table I illustrate the
effectiveness of CITADEL in detecting various types of real-
world bugs. CITADEL generates test cases based on a total
of 172 real bugs collected from GitHub repositories and suc-
cessfully detects 159 API bugs on PyTorch and TensorFlow,
out of which only 9 were false positives (FPs) or rejected by
developers. FPs arise from CITADEL misinterpreting expected
abnormal behavior (e.g., NaN) on API function as bugs. The
following ‘False Positive Case’ provides a detailed analysis
of an FP case. Of the remaining 150 bugs, 24 have been
reported in existing issues, while 126 are new bugs, with 94 of
these being confirmed by developers. Excluding FPs, CITADEL
detected 103 status bugs, 34 value bugs, and 13 performance
bugs. Compared to other types of bugs, the occurrence of
performance bugs is relatively rare. Our manual analysis of the
PyTorch and TensorFlow repositories reveals that the reported
performance bugs are infrequent. Take the PyTorch framework
as an example, only approximately 300 issues are labeled
as ‘performance’ out of over 10,000 open issues. Moreover,
the limited number of issues with reproducible code poses a
challenge for CITADEL to gather a significant amount of code
related to performance bugs in DL framework repositories.
Finally, 8/172 real bugs that CITADEL collects to generate test
cases for the matched API pairs are related to performance.
Based on these collected performance bugs, CITADEL detects
and reports 13 new performance bugs, and 11 of them have
been confirmed. Notice that API bugs may have the same root
cause, and one effective patch may fix multiple API bugs [58].
CITADEL is not designed for faulty localization and program
repair, and such topics are out of scope.
Analysis of Efficiency: The results in Table II demonstrate
the efficiency of CITADEL in generating test cases to trigger
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bugs. In the complete execution of baselines, DocTer generates
33,859 test files on PyTorch and TensorFlow in a complete
execution, and only 251 of them (0.74% of the total) are valid
cases. The testing process on two frameworks lasts over 99
hours, and the average time to detect bugs of DocTer is 41.98
min. On the PyTorch framework, DeepREL spends over 27
hours generating a total of 77,662 test files and marks 2,001
of them as ‘can trigger bugs’, and the valid test case ratio
is 2.58%. DeepREL does not provide the test cases that can
trigger bugs or the number of them on TensorFlow. Therefore,
we count the number of candidate bugs it detects (the upper
bound of possible bug cases) in Table II (marked ∗). DeepREL
spends over 150 hours testing two frameworks, and at most
1.23% of all 330,195 generated test files can trigger bugs.
The average time to detect bugs of DeepREL is 58.62 min.
TitanFuzz spends over 72 hours generating 350,047 cases on
two DL frameworks, 3.90% of which can catch valuable buggy
behaviors or trigger bugs. The average time of TitanFuzz to
detect bugs is 68.43 minutes. By contrast, CITADEL average
spends 5.52 min to detect one bug, which is only 13.15%,
9.42%, and 8.07% of the average time cost of DocTer, Deep-
REL, and TitanFuzz, respectively. CITADEL is over 10x more
time efficient than DeepREL and TitanFuzz in detecting bugs.
Fig. 6 visually compares the average time to detect bugs for
each method. In testing, CITADEL generates a total of 404 test
files based on 172 collected bugs within 15 hours, and 143 of
them can used to discover bugs and the ratio reaches 35.40%.
Note that quite a part of generated test files can be used to
detect bugs for multiple analogous API functions at the same
time, which improves the efficiency of CITADEL in generating
test cases and detecting bugs. In addition, our experiments
show that the time from when CITADEL starts testing to when
it triggers the first bug is within 3 minutes, while baselines
usually tend to take 8 minutes or more. CITADEL, therefore,
outranks both baselines in generating and utilizing test cases
to detect bugs efficiently.
Bug Case: In TensorFlow 2.13.0 release, CITADEL detects a
series of status bugs on the MaxPooling APIs [59]. When the
‘pool_size’ argument receives a very large value (e.g., 1e+38),
TensorFlow will crash without any exception on the GPU
device. To detect the status bugs on the family of MaxPool-

ing APIs, CITADEL first matches a series of pooling APIs,
e.g., tensorflow.keras.layers.MaxPooling1/2D with the source
API tensorflow.compat.v1.layers.MaxPooling1D. Subsequently,

11    pool_size_2 = [1e+38, ]

12    strides_2 = [2, ]

13    output2 = run_model(MaxPooling1D( pool_size=pool_size_2,strides=strides_2,... ))

01    pool_size_1 = [1e+38, 1e+38]

02    strides_1 = [2, 2]

03    output1 = run_model(MaxPooling2D( pool_size=pool_size_1,strides=strides_1,... ))

Synthesis New
Test Cases

①

Crash during runtime! 

(b) Confirmed bug on MaxPooling1D

Crash during runtime! 

Triggering
New Bugs

②

(a) New bug on MaxPooling2D

Fig. 8: Crash on MaxPooling2D

CITADEL identifies the dimension-related arguments based on
their API signatures, including ‘pool_size’ and ‘stride’. These
arguments receive an integer in MaxPooling1D and a tuple of two
integers in MaxPooling2D. To address the dimension difference,
CITADEL dynamically adjusts the dimensions of the values
based on the test code of the source API MaxPooling1D, marked
in green in Fig. 8, and synthesize new test cases for analogous
APIs ( 1 ). The new test case on MaxPooling2D has crashed,
exhibiting the same anomalous behavior as observed in Max-

Pooling1D ( 2 ). Finally, CITADEL identifies the new status bug
on MaxPooling2D. The newly discovered bug has been reported
and confirmed by developers.
False Positive Case: CITADEL still has false positive (FP)
cases even though the FP rate is only 5.66%. Our analysis
shows that in these cases, CITADEL misjudges some APIs’
abnormal behaviors (e.g., producing ‘NaN’) as bugs. For most
API functions, such abnormal behaviors are dangerous and
are always caused by bugs, but for several API functions,
they are expected output for developers, leading to FPs in
CITADEL. Here, we present an example. CITADEL encounters
a false positive when detecting a bug on the torch.logdet API.
During testing, CITADEL matches torch.logdet with torch.det

and then constructs test cases for the target API logdet based
on a buggy code of the source API det. When executing the
test cases, CITADEL finds that both APIs have abnormal and
dangerous output value ‘NaN’ (i.e., not a number) which could
further affect subsequent calculations and raise dangerous
behaviors [60]. However, developers suggest that the abnormal
‘NaN’ output on logdet is due to the calculation characteristics
of this API. When the input matrix is close to being non-
invertible (e.g., very small singular values), then these APIs
may return incorrect results [61]. FP cases show the limitations
of CITADEL in identifying bugs on APIs that are allowed to
exhibit abnormal behaviors. How to identify and filter these
expected behaviors to reduce FPs will be our future direction.

C. Effectiveness in API Coverage

Experiment Design and Results: To evaluate the effective-
ness of CITADEL in covering DL framework APIs in tests,
following the prior work [15], [14], we collect data on the
number of verified pairs by the API matcher and the total
number of covered APIs in CITADEL. Furthermore, we execute
each baseline method three times and record the maximum
number of covered APIs and API pairs for comparison. The
column ‘API Coverage’ of Table II compares the number
of covered APIs and API pairs among the four approaches
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Fig. 9: Comparison of API Coverage and Matched API Pairs

as recorded during runtime. In addition, Fig. 9 uses Venn
diagrams to present the comparison of the number of covered
APIs and matched API pairs between CITADEL and the
baselines. Since we could not find specifics on the APIs and
pairs covered by DeepREL in its repository, we use the data
collected from its full execution.
Analysis: The experiment results illustrate the effectiveness of
CITADEL in achieving a higher coverage of APIs during test-
ing. CITADEL covers a total of 1,436 PyTorch APIs and 5,380
TensorFlow APIs, which is 365 more PyTorch APIs and 3,478
more TensorFlow APIs than DeepREL and significantly more
than 498 PyTorch APIs and 911 TensorFlow APIs covered
by DocTer. In comparison to TitanFuzz, CITADEL extends its
coverage by 3,272 additional API functions. Fig. 7 intuitively
shows the advantage of CITADEL in covering more APIs.
Furthermore, as depicted in Fig. 9(a), CITADEL covers 3,081
unique API functions not supported by baselines, which helps
to identify 26 bugs, including 21 status bugs, 2 value bugs, and
3 performance bugs. In addition, as demonstrated in Fig. 9(b),
CITADEL identifies 5,741 previously unmatched pairs on Py-
Torch and 22,891 pairs on TensorFlow. The newly covered
API pairs enable CITADEL to successfully detect 53 API bugs
on PyTorch and TensorFlow, comprising 45 status bugs, 3
value bugs, and 5 performance bugs, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of the newly covered APIs and API pairs of
CITADEL in detecting bugs. For example, CITADEL newly
matches the API pair of Conv2d and LazyConvTranspose2d via the
context similarity and identifies the performance bug in Fig. 2.
The pair of tensorflow.compat.v1.layers.MaxPooling1D and ten-

sorflow.keras.layers.MaxPooling2D in the case study of §V-B
is also newly covered in CITADEL.

D. Impacts of Configurable Parameter

Experiment Design and Results: CITADEL leverages a built-
in threshold β to determine whether two API functions share
context similarity. To figure out the impacts of the threshold
β and select its default value in CITADEL, we conduct exper-
iments with different β values from 0.1 to 0.9 in increments
of 0.1. Fig. 10 show the results of these experiments on
PyTorch and TensorFlow respectively. The X-axis represents
the threshold values. As shown in the legend, the orange and
red lines separately indicate the number of API functions
covered by context similarity and the number of detected bugs.
The blue line illustrates the ratio of the number of target APIs
that successfully trigger bugs to the total number of target APIs
matched by context similarity (for convenience, we refer to it

(a) PyTorch (b) TensorFlow

Fig. 10: Impacts of Different β Values on PyTorch and TensorFlow

as effective target API ratio). A higher effective target API
ratio means that API pairs matched by context similarity are
more effective in detecting bugs. Numbers in different colors
on the Y-axis show the values of corresponding lines.
Analysis: Fig. 10 illustrates the impact of different values of β
on the detection results of CITADEL on different frameworks.
Since modifying β has similar effects on the testing results of
different frameworks, we focus our detailed analysis on the
impact of β on PyTorch in this section.

When β is set to 0.6 to 0.8, CITADEL can achieve good
detection results. A higher β value leads to more stringent
evaluations of API pairs sharing context similarity, resulting
in a reduction in the number of covered API functions, as
shown in Fig. 10(a). Increasing the threshold value from 0.7
to 0.9 results in a sharp decline in the number of covered API
functions from 638 to 465. Simultaneously, the bug detection
ability of CITADEL also declines significantly. When β is
0.4, CITADEL can detect 53 bugs through context-similar
API pairs, and this number decreases to only 24 when β
increases to 0.9. However, the increase in the β can improve
the effectiveness of matched context-similar API functions in
triggering bugs. When the β increases from 0.4 to 0.9, the
effective target API ratio on PyTorch rises from 16.19% to
64.86%. Finally, we set the default value of β to 0.6 on
PyTorch and 0.8 on TensorFlow in CITADEL as a trade-off
to maximize its API coverage, effectiveness in bug detection,
and effective target API ratio.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents CITADEL, an automated bug-finding
method for DL frameworks that can find new bugs that are
similar to known bugs, regardless of bug types. For a prob-
lematic DL framework API and its associated bugs, it matches
analogous APIs from the perspectives of context similarity and
signature similarity and then synthesizes test cases for these
analogous APIs. Then, CITADEL leverages the behavior of
the confirmed bug on the problematic API as the test oracle
to evaluate the generated test cases and identify new bugs on
analogous APIs. Our evaluation on PyTorch and TensorFlow
frameworks shows that CITADEL can effectively detect three
types of bugs, namely, status, value, and performance bugs.
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